
There is nothing secret

  

“For there is nothing hid, which shall not be manifested; neither was anything kept secret, but
that it should come abroad ” (Mk. 4,22)

  

In one of English cities men laid a water pipe through a cemetery. Workers have unintentionally
dug out some bones and skulls. The elderly person passed through a cemetery in the evening.
Having come nearer to an open tomb of the rich lady who has died some tens years ago, he
has suddenly noticed that the skull has moved, and the mouse has run out from it. The old man
was frightened, but nevertheless has lifted a skull and, to the amazement, has noticed the long
and thick pin into skull, with flat, as at nails, a head.

  

It seemed to Him it is suspicious, and he has declared to police, having told about sudden death
of the rich lady and that her nephew became the successor of a manor. Policemen have gone
to the nephew, have shown him this pin and have asked, whether he learns this pin. Having
seen it, he has turned pale and, having come to the senses, has confessed that he has
hammered this pin into the aunt’s head, when she slept to take hold of her manor. The secret
has opened.

  

The Bible says: “For God shall bring every work into judgment, with every secret thing, whether
it be good, or whether it be evil” (Ecc. 12:14). Secret – is that disappears from others that is
known not to all; a secret is that isn't learned yet, isn't solved, didn't become still known or is still
inaccessible to knowledge. If some secrets also are not opened here on the earth, they will be
opened in eternity, in day of court.

  

No human wisdom could possess such knowledge of the future, “But there is a God in heaven
that revealeth secrets” and in advance informing about “what shall be in the latter days” (Dan.
2,28); and if these mysterious revelations remain incomprehensible for people, but He gives to
some of them a wisdom (Dan. 5,11), an exclusive insight, because no secret is complicates
them (Dan. 4,6).

  

“Surely the Lord GOD will do nothing, but he revealeth his secret unto his servants the prophets
” 
(Am. 3,7). 
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There is nothing secret

“
The secret of the LORD is with them that fear him; and he will shew them his covenant
”
(Ps. 25,14).
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